Title word cross-reference

#1 [Kah93i].

$1$ [Ano17-58, Ano17-59]. 16 [ABG+16]. 2 [DTH+95]. 21/2 [Ste00b]. 28 [KBN16]. 3 [Alt14e, Ano96o, AOYS95, CMAS11, DFG+13, LXB07, LX10, MKT+13, MAS+07, PMM15, SYW+14, SCSR93, VPV12, WLF+08]. 60 [TKI+14]. < [BMM15]. > [BMM15]. 3 [KBW95]. 11 [BAH+05]. k [Eng00j]. $\mu$ [AT93, Dia95c, TS95]. N [YW94]. x [And82a].

* [CCD+82].

-Cubes [YW94]. -nm [ABG+16, KBN16, TKI+14].

0.18-Micron [HBd+99]. 0.9-micron [Ano02d]. 000-fps [KII09]. 000-Processor [BSP+17]. 024-Core [JKJ+11].

2 [Ano88c, Ano97-28, IKN+99, KSI+96, Lee96, MS03, PFC+02b, RM04, Ste14b].

2.0 [Ano01c, Mat93b].

2.5 [Ano03c].

20 [Ano88c, 200 [NG87]].

200-MHz [NG87].

2000 [Ano99-33, KY91, Mat98d, Mat00e].

2011 [FV12, HGPT12].

2012 [Bel13, FL13, Tor12].

2013 [Goo14, Mar14, Sco14].

2014 [Ano14r, Gre15c, KT14, Mud15].

2015 [Ano14a, Ste16].

2016 [Ano15b, JQ17, Mar17, Wei17].

2017 [Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17y, Bro17].

2018 [Ano17m, Ano17b].

2059 [Ang90].

21 [AW10].

2100 [Roe86].

21164 [ERPR95].

21264 [Kes99].

21364 [MBL+02, WPM03].

21st [LJ98, Sak99b, Sak00d, Ano14-34, Emm07c].

21st-Century [LJ98, Sak00d].

22 [RE11].

23 [BB12].

24 [KZ13].

25 [NN14].

250 [HYM+90].

250-MIPS [HYM+90].

256-Bit [MMG+99].

256-Kbyte [ASD+05].

25nm [Ano03b].

25th [Ano96p].

25th [Ano96p].

26 [NS15].

286-Based [NC86].

2nd [Del91b, Lun90b, Pat90].

3 [Ano03d, HWG+09].

3.0 [Ano96g, Mat93a].

3.06 [Ano03b].

30-Year [Dia96a].

300 [JBF94].

300-MHz [JBF94].

300-mm [Ano02c, HOHCV99].

32 [CHI+98, KS90, RDJ+13].

32-Bit [BY07, Bor85a, CBLR86, GmDT83, Isa83, Kir83a, MKOK88, Mye83c, Mye84b, NG87, Smo88b, YSMH91, Bor85b, KS90].

32-mm [RDJ+13].

32-Way [KAO05].

360 [AB06].

376 [PK88].

386 [Ano88c].

386-20 [Ano88e].

386-Monopoly [Sla91a].

390 [SAC+99].

3D [Ano95b].

3DNow [OFW99].

3rd [Pea95].

3T1D [LCWB08].

4 [Ano99x, Ano03b, Ano03d, DP97, GDES08, KSM99, PDT98, Pow94, Spr02b].

4-Bit [HYM+90].

4-Gbps [DP97, GDES08, PDT98].

4.1 [Mat93c].

40-nm [Mat09].

46 [BCM+14].

488 [NS81].

49 [Fan96].

5 [Ano98z, BHM+00, HVS+07].

5-GHz [HVS+07].

5.1 [Mat93b].

5.5 [Mat97c, Mat98e].

5000 [RCC07].

50th [Ano97l].

520 [RHH+03].

520-MHz [RHH+03].

533 [Ano96k, Ano97-31].

533-MHz [Ano96k, Ano97-31].

56 [Ano97c].

56-Kbps [Ano97c].

6 [Mat93d].

6.0 [MBJ08].

6.1 [Mat97d].

601 [PVUY94].

604 [SDC94].

60X [AAWC94].

6300 [Han85, Mye85a].

64 [Ano97w, Ano03d, BCC+00, HMR+00, KKL+00, SCV01].

64-Bit [AT93, BHM+00, HL99, KM89, BBT15].

64-Core [DFG+13].

64K [Mye83b].

6800 [MM05].

68HC05 [Ano97u].

6M [RMC04].

6T [LCWB08].

6th [DKyL17, Kah91a].

6th-Generation [DKyL17].

796 [OL85].

80 [Ano88c].

802.11b [Ano02c].

802.16 [Ano02e].

80386 [EAA85].

8085-Based [CJ85].

8086 [HF81].

8088-based [Slo85].

80960 [Rya88].

82 [Mye82a].

82460GX [DGM00].

855 [JC84].

870 [BCC+02].

88000 [Mel89].

88000-RISC [Mel89].

90-nm [Ano03c].

91 [Mye91b].

95 [Ano96t, Mat95d, Mat97d].

97 [San97a].

98 [Mat98d, Sca98].

982S [SGC94].

9th [Ste84a].

= [Ano87a].
Apache [Gre13d]. Appeals [Sto07c, Sto07e]. Apple
[LS08b, Sto12, Sto17c, Sto17a, Sto17b]. Appliances [SHTE08]. Application
[Ano02c, Ano17i, CR95a, FMN+13, GHSV+11, HANR13, JL87, KLM+15, Koe86, MBA+09, NPC06, Ve04, Bos04e, PW96]. Application-Level [NPC06]. Application-Specific
[JL87, Koe86, Ve04, Ano02c, Bos04e]. Applications
[Ano00b, Ano00o, Ano10a, AAP+10, BYM+07, BBC+15, BSP+17, CGS10, DLR02, De91a, ERM08, FBC87, FSH+01, GCC+11, GR92, HSP+01, HHNK09, IBM05, KMN+04, KIM+09, LBD+99, LTT+08, LCP+11, MLL+15, MAM+06, Nic88, NL02, PNDG04, PY87, QLGL15, Rea86, Sak00b, SG00, SC91, SAK+14a, UCS+10, VPV12, vB98, Ano03b, Cat88, CDG07, DBDF97, Dia95d, Dia90, Eng00i, FN94, HS92, IKK96, Kah91e, MKRC97, PK88, Rob91, WCH94, Wv92, Yea96]. Applying
[CMR97, DP97, HC83a, KSM99, STK88]. Appreciation [Mor84]. Approach
[ASK+15, AHK+14, ASD+05, BBE+11, BBSG11, CL04, DMWS13, EEEK07, Hill07, KTT+15, KDK+89, LWC+16, MIO9, NL02, OHLR94, PFC+02a, SPRK04, SRW15, SNM+13, SMT+14, vB98, Hur97, JKN96, Laz92, dG95]. Approaches
[DG87, DG88, DGT89, DG89, Hig85, TM17, TM94b, TM94a, Ano95a, TC96]. Appropriate
[Ste98c, Ste98d, Ste89e, Ste89a, Ste90e]. approval [Wal97]. Approximate [AKK15, SJO89, ESCB13, MRJ+15, PPBS03, PPP01]. Approximations [TM82, AB83]. apps
[Ano06a]. APU [BSF12]. Arbitration
[Tau84]. Arc [Gre08c, Gre08d]. Arcane
[Emm07a]. ArchExplorer [DGR+10]. Architecting
[EEEK07, Gur09, MBJ08]. Architects
[Mat09c]. Architectural
[AW03, BB17, CGO00, FHP00, GmDT83, HBE+10, IO16, MWE+03, NMHS15, PCDL10, SABR05, TA16, ZQL+04, mDTG81]. Architecture
[AS91a, ABB08, ACC05, AFH16, Alb10a, AA93, Ais90, AB06, AML05, AH96, BDH+16, BHM+00, Bro17, BG02, CM04, CB04, CCS10, CS15, CML08, CS08, CFRM04, CEM+95, Cle00a, Cle00b, CAV+14, CH07, CL87, DOH94, DS94, DMG00, DKM+92, DWW05, DRM+98, Eec15e, Eec15f, Eec16b, EAAS85, ET09, EKMW02, FL13, FV12, FG00, GFL+17, GE86, GKS+05, Gon99, Gon06, GHSV+11, GR92, GHF+06, Han96, HHK09, HY98, HAWC+11, HMR+00, HF84, Hun87, Hyd00, IHE07, IST+11, Jag97, JQ17, JSY+16, JKK+11, KYGW17, KND02, KMN+04, KT14, KBH+04, KKL+00, KIS+00, LL03, LWB09, LWL+07, LNOM08, IML+16, MLL+15, MBSP02, MS16, Mar14, May12, Mc09, Mey04, MS87, MCC+94, Mm10, MCM+16, MBL+02, NMU+15, OFW99, OS08, PPO+04, PKP15, PW96, PFC+02b, PSS+91]. Architectures
[RCJ+10, RLV85, RNA+12, STKS17, Sak87b, SK01, SYW+14, SNL+03, Sch91a, SML04, SCS+09, SY06, Tab84, TM14, Tor12, TCC+00, Tua99, Uss91, War91c, War91d, WA11, WNW+16, W001, WGH+07, WKP11, Yeh07, ZES13, ZCW+14, ZZ05, Ano03f, BKM+82, Bos04d, Cat88, Chr96, FN86, Fur88, GDLT86, HF81, HMAF90, KY91, Kau88, KWM89, Kli81b, KWGG95, Lou91, O91, Pri90, Rya88, SMHB91, SSH88, Sak99a, SPT+92, TO96, VTM94, BDH03, Dia94a, IG15, RMBK81]. Architectures
[ASK+15, Ano17h, Ano17i, BNV+15, CR95a, CF90, CEP+17, DG87, DG88, DG89, Emm08b, FSBA12, Gre17c, Gro02, FFHA10, HGPT12, KKL+10, KBK03, KNB14, KC09, MLS+16, MRSV11, PmWH08, PW89, Rag84, RD90, Ruc02, SAR10, SSLV15, SKL+92, SSF+14, Sla90c, Sla91b, SMQP10, TS06, TLW+10, TVP89, VCK+13, VDC17, WG97, WML+15, WY98, ZES13, ZCW+14, ZZ05, Ano03f, BKM+82, Bos04d, Cat88, Chr96, FN86, Fur88, GDLT86, HF81, HMAF90, KY91, Kau88, KWM89, Kli81b, KWGG95, Lou91, O91, Pri90, Rya88, SMHB91, SSH88, Sak99a, SPT+92, TO96, VTM94, BDH03, Dia94a, IG15, RMBK81].
ARCHIVAL [BLC + 17]. Area
[BF02, BCF + 95, HSW + 98, Hor + 95, SK01],
aren’t [Gre95d], Argument [Ste99a],
Arguments [Mae87], Argus [MBS08],
Arithmetic [CCG + 84, Mur + 89, STS + 86, FL84],
arm [SM85, BBT + 15, Jag97, SBB + 17],
ARM7100 [MKRC97]. ARM7TDMI [SCG95, Seg97].
ARM966HS [BY07].
Array [ABG + 16, BSF + 17, BDV + 08, But07, Kra96, MBK + 92, YNS + 14, DGW + 94],
Array-Based [Kra96]. Arrays
[AB14, CSL + 06, GU98, OYS + 11, Ste11, Lan87, MM96]. arrhythmias [CJFP95].
Arrival [Hau88a]. Arrives [Ano96i].
Arriving [Mye83c]. Art
[Car98, Hal93, Hin88]. Article
[Ste07a]. Ask [Gre97e].
Aspects [Bos09e]. aspects [Ste99a]. Assembler
[SN96a, Sni86b, HP81, SL84a]. assemblers
[Sk083]. Assembly
[Bal84b, Bal84c, SHS85, Kah03d]. Assessing
[CLMY96, KAK96, PP82]. Assignment
[Kah90a]. Assistance [SGL93, IKK96]. Assisted
[Mur06]. associated [Gre97e].
Association [WHA89]. Associative
[FM91, Gro92a, GR92, Gro92b, STS + 92, HS92, HM93, KBW95, SPT + 92].
 Associative-Processors [Gro92a].
Associativity [ZZY97]. Asymmetric
[MMB + 08, SMQP10]. Asymmetry
[Gre98e]. Asynchronous
[Lin04, SKLY97, XWZ09]. AT&T
[FGG + 88, Gre00d, HSW + 89, Mye85a].
Athlon [Ano99g, Ano03d]. ATLAS
[KPV + 99]. ATM [KPV + 99, Vic93, VBB95].
Atmospheric [GFL + 17]. Atom
[BvdGM + 15, STT + 15, LDCS09]. Atom-Aid
[LDCS09]. Atom-Switch [STT + 15].
Atomic [Ano92a], Atomics
[LTQZ07, LDCS09, NRS + 08]. Attached
[RCBL00, Mon97]. attack [Ano95b].
Attacking [Mat04a]. Attacks
[LWML16, PZ06]. Attaining [CMAS11].
Attestation [ZL16]. Attribute [AAC + 16].
Attribute-Based [AAC + 16]. Audio
[Sav99b]. Auditory [LWK94]. Augmented
[KKP + 14, SJ01]. August [Ano95a, Buc85].
Austin [Far87]. Authenticating [RCBL00].
Authentication [ZG96]. Author
[Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98a, Ano00a, Ano01b, Ste98a, Ano96a]. Authority
[Rob99c]. Autocuer [Mye83a], Automata
[PVS17]. automate [CMR97, TCF96].
Automated [PRE11, SS16, Kah93d].
Automatic
[DGR + 10, LPC12, RCA07, SL84a].
Automatically [AAW + 96]. Automating
[CWS + 12, KJP + 13]. Automation [Bor99a].
Automobile [SV03]. Automotive
[Fre02, Koo02, vBK98, HDMT94, ZP93].
Autonomous [IEB + 14, KTI + 15, KSLY17, WHP + 13, IKK96]. Availability
[ERM08, Qua00, JRHM86]. Available
[KSR + 99, Ond96]. Avenues [INKM05].
AVIO [LTQZ07]. Avoiding [Lei98, Mac98].
Award [Ano15f, Ano15-40, Ano16f, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16r, Ano17w, Ano17y, Ano17x, Ano17b, Del93a, KT14, Mar17, MBTS16, Sco14, Ano01d, Ano14a, Ano15b, Ano16c, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano17g, Ano17-27, Ano17-58, Ano17-59, Bel12, Bel13, Bro17, Goo14, KT14, Mar14, Mud15, Ste16, Tor12, Wei17]. awarded [Ano99q, Ano99u].
Awards
[Ano17-45, Ano17-58, Ano17-59, Bel13, Eng00j, Ano17k, Ano17j, MB15].
Aware [ACG03, AS05, Alt12d, BMS16, BAMS03, BBS + 00, CWL + 14, CHSL17, DK14, HAWC + 11, JGC + 11, KKL + 09, KKP + 14, MNU + 15, MM09, Red13, RLS11, SPKJ06,
KBK03, LCW08, LWML16, NS05, Pre91, ROA13, RMC04, SK12, SW14, SSF+14, SKJ+11, SLB04a, SLB04b, TNT06, TM17, TM94b, TM94a, WGA+09, ZZY97, ZZO2, HMAF90. Cache-Conscious [ROA13]. Cache-Level [TNT06]. Cache-Miss [BRmWH06]. Cache-Only [EKMW02].

Caching [QJP+08]. CACTI [MBJ08]. CAD [Ano92b, MM96, Sto90]. Calculating [de 84]. calculation [Sho85]. Calculations [Per83]. Calculus [PFC+02b]. Calendar [Ano97b, Ano98i, Ano99d, Ano00e]. Calisto [NIJ+03]. Call [Ano95a, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99c, Ano99c, Ano99c, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15t, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16q, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano17i, Ano17k, Ano17j, Ano17l, Ano17y, Ano17y, Ano17y, AGH+91, Gre96b]. Calm [Gre12b]. CAM [KYGW17, Liu02]. Camera [Ano98y, Ano99f, Fos98, SYKM11]. Camera-on-a-Chip [Ano99c]. Cameras [APS98, Kaw98]. Camp [Hal93]. CAMs [PS03]. Can [Ano96n, CB10, Gre97a, SS82, Ste83c, Ste83d, Ste86a, Ste92b, Mat95d, MIM+97, SLM+97, STE94f, FPAF02, Fre90]. Canaries [Gre04a]. cancer [Ano01c]. Cap [MAT85]. Capabilities [SIL+15]. Capability [CL87, WNW+16]. Capability-Based [CL87]. Capability-System [WNW+16]. Capacitive [HC84]. Capacitively [KKP+09]. Capacity [WGA+09, Boa96, Hsi91]. Capping [RCC12]. CAPRA [GR92]. Caps [Sha82]. Captain [War91e]. Capturing [Kaw98]. Car [Hoe93]. Carbon [Ano98-32]. Card [DVQ96, DF01, Mye88b, Sha82, Ano00m, Eng00l]. Cards [Ano96q, NM96, NFQ03, Sak01f, Sipm02, Tbdlo1, Tua99]. care [Alb07e]. Career [Ano13a, Ano15v, Ano16x, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z].

Carrizo [KBN16]. Cartridge [SCV01]. Cascading [MC92]. Cadi [GR92]. Caps [Sha82]. Captain [War91e]. Capturing [Kaw98]. Care [Hoe93]. Carbon [Ano98-32]. Card [DVQ96, DF01, Mye88b, Sha82, Ano00m, Eng00l]. Cards [Ano96q, NM96, NFQ03, Sak01f, Sipm02, Tbdlo1, Tua99]. care [Alb07e]. Career [Ano13a, Ano15v, Ano16x, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z].

Carrizo [KBN16]. Cartridge [SCV01]. Cascading [MC92]. Case [AB14, SJB09, ACP95, FAK+14, HGS+17, Jac03, MK10, PAC+97, Sen86, Ste86d, Ste87c, Ste89b, Ste90c, Ste90d, Ste91f, Ste91g, Ste91h, Ste91k, Ste91l, Ste91m, Ste91n, Ste91o, Ste91p, Ste91q, Ste91r, Ste91s, Ste91t, Ste91u, Ste91v, Ste91w, Ste91x, Ste91y, Ste91z].

Casting [Ano97a]. Cathedral [Mat99a]. CDs [Ano96d]. Ceiling [Gal97]. Celebrate [Gre96f]. Celebrating [Ano96p, Dia96b, WG97]. Celebrities [Mat12a]. Cell [ASD+05, GXMZ13, MAS+05, STM02, SCC+05, Ste85d, Ste17c, Ste17a, Ste17b, Ste17b, Ano10f, Lan87, TCD+05, AP07, Ano02b, GHF+06, KPP06]. Cellular [JS87]. Center [AS10, Ano15u, Ano16w, Ano16u, Ano17z, GHLK+12, VAFF+10]. Centers [GKL+14, RC12, RTM+10, DK14, FDS+17, RSW10]. Centip3De [DFG+13]. Centipedes [Rob01a]. central [MIM+97]. Centric [KJL+10, RC12, WWR97]. Century [IJK8, Sak99b, Sak00d, Ano14-34, Emm07c]. Certificate [Ano98p]. Certification [Ano13b]. Chain [BF02, Gre05d]. chains [Ano02d]. Challenge [HSW+89, Hur98, MC90, Sak02e, Sak01b, Ste04d]. Challenged [Gro83, Hec83a]. Challenges [AC05, BCP04, Bor99b, Bor05, BCA99, Bos03a, Bos03b, Bos04f, BBS+00, Can98, Con03, ESW97, Her93, IO16, KAC+95, MH10, Mye91a, OML+07, ODH+07, Pen90, SSH+03, Sta01a, Sta01b, Won03, Bos04d, Bos05d]. Challenging [Ste02a, Ste04a, Ste04b]. Champion’s [Ste06a]. Change [Gre99a, Hill87, LZY+10, SWL11, SAW+10, Ste93d]. Changes [Alb08, Mat99a]. Changin [Mat08b]. Changing [Cla03, Dan89]. Channel [DMW13, Edd02, Gil96b, GK97, LWML16, Sco96]. Channels
Chapter [Gre10f]. Characterization [HE07, JLSM03, KC09, PRE11, PCLGO09, Bos06e]. Characterizing [AP07, JC08b]. Characters [TM81]. Charge [LDL17]. Charles [Ano99q, BKP12]. ChARM [PGL97]. Cheap [Gre07e]. Cheaper [Eng00p]. Check [Ano01a, Del93b, PV01]. Checkpoint [ARS03]. Checkpointing [TNT06]. cheerful [Ste93d]. chemists [Ano02b]. CHERI [WNW+16]. Chess [hHH99]. Chicken [Gre08a]. Chief [PC93, Alb07e, Alb07f, Alb07a, Alb07c, Alb07d, Alb08, Alb09, Alb10a, Alb11a, Alb13c, Ano10a, Bos03b, Bos04b, Bos06c, Bos06d, Bos06a, Bos06b, Dia95c, Dia98, Sak99b, Sak99a, Sak99e, Sak99d, Sak99c, Sak90c, Sak00b, Sak00a]. Children [Dia99]. Chili [YT01]. China [Ano96b, Kah93f]. Chip [Lav02, Ste07e]. Chip-layout [Ste91h]. Chip-level [Bos03a]. Chip-Package [Can98, Lin98, Tr698]. Chips [AS95, Alt11a, Alt11d, Alt13a, Alt13d, Alt14b, Alt14c, AM08, AR16a, AR16b, Ano87a, Ano92b, Ano06i, Ano14e, Ano15j, Ano17o, AW10, BS98, BB12, CM17, DTB01, DD05, DM88b, DM88a, Ecc15c, Ecc16a, Ecc17a, Ecc17b, Eng00p, FD04, For02, HW91, hHH99, HRSS11, IA11, IA13, Joh90b, KS11, KND02, KKS+98, KZ13, KW02, KS07, LNK94, LHL09, Mas93, Mat97b, May12, MD88, NN14, NS15, Nak99, Nak00, OYS+11, PVS+11, RE11, RC13, SS06, SKA+14a, Ste86b, Ste86c, Ste86d, Ste90g, Ste90h, VBB14, WD03, WG97, Alb07e, Ano01h, JA96, Pri94b, Alt11c, Hoo90b, IA09, Jou92, KvdW09]. Chips-III [Jou92]. Chipset [GDE508, RCC07]. Choice [Ste85f, ZV85, ZVH85]. Choices [Mye89a, SL97]. Choose [Ano16x]. Chooses [Ano96b]. Choosing [SL97]. CHOP [JUZ+11]. Christmas [Mat92a]. Christos [Ste16]. Chuck [BKP12]. Chunnel [Kir91b]. Cintia [CR95b]. Circuit [Con03, EDL+04, HC84, Kid14, KP90, YBNS15, Seg97, Ste84a, Ste15a]. circuit-[Seg97]. Circuit-Level [EDL+04]. Circuitry [SO02]. Circuits [AMR+06, CB10, Lin98, FMF02, MR06, NBM+06, TKM+02, UTB+06, VN96, Ano02c, IWM89]. CISC [Mil88b, Pit96b, Sch96]. Cisco [Ano03e]. Civil [Kah92b]. Claims [Emm06c, Ste17b, Ano95d, Ano02c, Emm05a]. Class [PLK+16]. Classification [Goo84, Kir84b, LGK10, YKL05]. classifier [VTVM94]. classifiers [BSB+92]. Classifying [GM00]. cleanup [Mat00d, Mat05e]. click [Ste01a, SPRK04]. clicks [Gre06f]. Client [DBDF97]. Client-Server [DBDF97]. climbing [Gre05d]. Clipper [Hun87, Pri94a, SMHB91]. Clock [Del94b, MSA+03, PVS+11, PD98, Cra90]. Clock-Network [PVS+11]. Clockless [BY07, Cum04, Ano01e]. Closer [Ano96f]. Closing [Gre98a]. Cloud...
Clouds [CCP +17, KGMT17, MFN +17, MMB12].

Cluster-Based [WOM01]. cluster-supercomputing [Ano02b]. Clustering [PcFH +02].

CMOS [Ano02d, BJO +09, BKM +82, BY17, Bos05d, Gun06, HBd +99, LBD +99, MKNK83, RDJ +13, STT +15, STS +92, WHA89, WN92].

CMOS/SOS [BKM +82]. CMP [HHS +00, JMZ +11, ZIM +07]. CMPs [MMB +08, GSLK11]. CMT [CCE +09].

CNN [MKM15]. CNN-Based [MKM15].

Coarse [BDV +08, CSL +06, LPC12]. Coarse-Grain [BDV +08, CSL +06]. Coarse-Grained [BDV +08, CSL +06].

Coherence [Ber09, CSL +06, HCW +04, KK10, MHW03, SSF +14, SLB04a, SLB04b, TM94b, TM94a, ZBES15]. Coherency [FRS +09].

CogniServe [IST +11]. Cognitive [AAG +10, BB17, OYK +17, ZRA +17].

Cooperation [Ber09, CSL +06, HCW +04, KK10, MHW03, SSF +14, SLB04a, SLB04b, TM94b, TM94a, ZBES15].

Combined [PKP15]. Combining [CH94, SK97, TM17, TCF96, TO96]. Come [Ano97c, MCR17, Ste88e]. Coming [Ste07b, Mat96b].

Commercializing [Gre98b]. Commission [Ste95b]. Commitment [Ste08c, Ano02c]. Committee [Kir85a, Rob99e, Rob99c].

Commercial [Gre99a, Gre15d, Gre15e].

Commercializing [Gre98b]. Commission [Ste95b]. Commitment [Ste08c, Ano02c]. Committee [Kir85a, Rob99e, Rob99c].

Collecting [Ste04c]. Collection [GD01, KTK13].

Communications [ACDG99, CAV +14, Gre05a, IHCE07, Lea85, LS98a, NIJ +03, Han96, KY91, PW96, SLM +97, ZG96].

Compact [WKK +14, IKK96]. Compaction [Liu02, SO02]. Companies [Gre99a, Gre15d, Gre15e].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Compete [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatible [Eng00].

Compatibility [Gre02c, Ste09d].

compilation [CFM +97, Ste89f]. Compiler [BCC +00, KPHP04, Pen90, WMC +06, AH96]. Compiler-Based [KPHP04].

Compete [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Compete [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Competitive [Gre02c, Ste09d].

compilation [CFM +97, Ste89f]. Compiler [BCC +00, KPHP04, Pen90, WMC +06, AH96]. Compiler-Based [KPHP04].

Competing [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Competitive [Gre02c, Ste09d].

compilation [CFM +97, Ste89f]. Compiler [BCC +00, KPHP04, Pen90, WMC +06, AH96]. Compiler-Based [KPHP04].

Competing [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Competitive [Gre02c, Ste09d].

compilation [CFM +97, Ste89f]. Compiler [BCC +00, KPHP04, Pen90, WMC +06, AH96]. Compiler-Based [KPHP04].

Competing [Ste08h, Ano97p]. Comparative [SMAS16]. Comparing [KAK96, NM96, PJB +14].

Comparison [And82b, CBLR86, GmDT83, PW89, Tea82, And82a, Bor85b, De 83, Eng00j, Luu90a, NN81b, mDTG81].

Comparisons [Mac84, Rys84, Smo88b].

Compatibility [Han84, Kir83b, Ste87c, Mat96f, Ste93g]. compatible [Eng00].

Competitive [Gre02c, Ste09d].
Complete-System [CDS07]. Completely [Kah93d]. Completes [Ste84e, Ano02b].
Complex [FHP00, AO97, CG95, ESW97, MM87].
Complexity [ACG03, BAM03, HCP+03, Moo03, Moo04a, Mat04a, Rit97].
Complexity-Aware [ACG03].
Compliance [Ano97-34, Ste99d].
Component [EEKS07, FSH+01, STR+01, Han81].
Component-Based [FSH+01].
Components [ANJ+04, Bor05, Mur03, Bos06a].
Compound [LH12]. Compound-Access [LH12]. compounds [Pri94b].
Comprehensive [MBSP08, NMZ13, YBNS15]. Compressed [MBG+16, SW14]. Compressing [Tho92, Ano93]. compression [BCF+92].
COMPSAC [Ano17m]. Computation [SJB09, AT93, Bos04d, Bre10, Bro17, CLM08, Cle00a, Cle00b, De 94, DMG00, Ebe03, ENSD03, Eec15e, Ec15f, Ecc16b, EI87, EIB90, ET09, Emm08b, Eng00e, FL13, FV12, FMV85, Gad07, Gro02, Gus84, HAC+13, Hydo0, JQ17, Kah91b, KNN+90, KDH+16, KT14, Kir89d, Kir91c, KB91, MS16, Mar14, Mat83, Mud10, Sak89, Sak90b, Sha96, SY06, SSH+03, Sla90c, Ste83a, Ste91b, Ste92a, Ste08d, Ste08e, Tab84, TRY+09, TM14, Tor12, ULS+00, VW03, WWF+06, Yao85, An094c, An011f, An011h, An002c, Eng00j, Gil96a, Gre95c, HS85, Hsi91, Kah90c].
computer [MM87, NA84, Sak00a, Ste93d, Wil95b, vW83, An96c, An01d, Mon97, Mye85a].
Computer-6300 [Mye85a].
Computer-Aided [De 94, Yao85].
Computer-Based [EI87].
Computer-Software-Related [Ste08d, Ste08e]. Computer-System [AF84]. computerized [Ste96c].
Computers [Ano87b, Ano88f, Ano98-32, HLZ+16, MTS+12, Mat91a, Mye82d, Pri93b, Sak93, Sak02g, Tab84, TSP02, AHO+90, Ano97a, GP90, Gre95a, Laz89, LLC90, Pen99, Sho85].
Computing [AHK+14, AKK15, Alt12d, Alt14e, And14, Ano94d, Ano14n, Ano14s, Ano15g, ACG+95, BR10, BPT+11, BJ14, Bro11, CFK+10, CCYT05, CMA11, DBDF97, Fer98a, For02, GLN+08, GHN+12, Gre98c, GSS+07, GGB+15, Grc09, HGS+17, HKC10, IG15, IT15, JL11, JGC+11, JC08b, Kah91c, Kah92f, Kah93f, KMN+04, KDK+11, KCXmWH17, Kir89a, Kir89c, Kra96, LBS+11, LRC+09, LNO18, LCP+11, LAT+01, MBSP02, MYK+10, Mat90b, Mat02a, MBP+85, MKRC97, MK10, NJZL+17, NI14, NMU+15, ND10, OVT90, PLK+16, Pen99, PDL08, PCDL10, PBJ+14, RG85, RPL+17, Sak02a, SLC+14, SJ01, SIL+15, SCS+09, SRL91, Sta01a, Sta10b, SMB+14, TMBT94, TMJ13, TC15, VC11, WRA+14, WLD15, War91b, WB12, WGM02, WWR97, WHP+13, YHT+15, ZL16, ZRA+17, Ano94b, Ano99p, Ano10e, Ano10d, Ano11b, CMR97]. computing [Dia95d, Fer98b, Gon97, Gre96a, Gre96c, Lou91, Sak01d, Ano15t, Ano16q, Ano17v].
Concept [MB15]. Concerning [Ste08a].
Concerns [CHA+85a, Kar85, Ste09a, Ano01c, Mat95d, Ste99c]. Concurrency [Dea04, Yen96]. Concurrent [LHM99, Mye84c]. Conditioner [Ano97h].
Conditions [MSS15]. Conference [KB13].
[Ste84b]. **Copyright** [Ste86a, Ste91h].

**Copyright** [Hau88c, Kar88b, Ste84c, Ste86e, Ste87d, Ste89e, Ste04a, Ste06a, Ano91b, Ste90c, Ste93d, Ste93e, Ste96f, Ste00d, Ste02a, Ste04b, Ste91d]. **Copyrightable** [McG82]. **Copyrighting** [Gro83, Hec83a, Ste89f]. **Copyrights** [Ste91c, Ste92c]. **Copywriting** [Ste88a].

**CORDIC** [CAH86, Vac87]. **cords** [Eng00j].

**Core** [Ano16-48, Ano16-47, Ano16-46, BYM+07, BJO+09, BY07, CLM08, CWS+12, DKy+17, DFG+13, Edw99, FZW+12, FJL+13, HMB+14, HKC07, JKK+11, KST04, LAT+01, MIM+97, MB05, RHH+03, SCS+09, SM08, T1K+14, WK13, YMA+13, Ano16-45]. **Cores** [AFGM10, Bos03c, KST12, LLT+08, MBS08, WS13, Ano00g, Ano03e, Jag97]. **Cortex** [TKI+14]. **Cortex-M0** [TKI+14]. **Cost** [BCC+02, Car93, CFRM04, Dea04, Far85, FBHN04, GALB07, Gre07c, GH88, HSP+01, KDSA09, Lea88, MBS08, MS87, Mye84c, SG01a, St090, UBH+94, Wal97, AO97, Ano02c, DVQ96, Dia95d, DS95, Gk97, Gol96, Jag97, KSI+96, PGL97]. **Cost-Effective** [BCC+02, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **Cost-Efficient** [KDSA09]. **Cost-Sensitive** [CFRM04, Gol96]. **Costs** [Ano87g, CDGO97, Han96]. **Cosynthesis** [OHLR94]. **could** [Ano02c]. **Counters** [EEEKS07, SIPM02]. **Counts** [FBHN04]. **Couple** [Alt12c]. **Coupled** [Kir85b, Pre91]. **Course** [Hyd00, Mat90c, Ano94c, Gre96e, Hal91]. **Court** [Ste92d, Ste06a, Ste13, Ste06b, Ano98v, Ste07d, Ste07e, Ste08b]. **courts** [Ste89e]. **Cover** [Ano13f, Ano14i, Ano14k, Ano14m, Ano15m, Ano15n, Ano15p, Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano16o, Ano16k, Ano16f, Ano16m, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano14j, Ano14l, Ano15o, Ano16m, Gil96a]. **coverage** [Ste04d]. **Covert** [VCD16]. **Cows** [Pri93b]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b]. **CRC** [AS90, Bro86, Far85, GH88, Lea88, Mye84c, DS95, KSI+96]. **CPI** [EEKS07]. **CPU** [ANJ+04, Ano98g, ANM+12, CGO00, Cra90, Kam97, LSL+15, RHH+03, Sak87b, VPV12, ZHR15]. **CPUs** [ESG+05, Has85, Sak99d, Seg97, Alt11b, Bro11]. **cracks** [Gre00c, Ste05b]. **Crash** [Gre02c, WN94]. **Cray** [Ano17-45, DVWW05]. **craze** [Rob98b].
Data-Processing [CS81]. Data-Security [Wil95a]. Data-Triggered [TT12]. Database [AS91a, AS91b, BGRKR88, FBGB96, FTKS92, LHMH91, Mye84a, Ste91c, SMT+14, WLP+15, HLHR90, Hsi91, ISH+91, Mat05b]. Databases [Ano92c, FM91, Kahl92e, MGV99, MCV+14, Ano97r].


Debut [Ano97-27, Sca98]. DEC [Ano97i]. Decade [AC05, Del91b, Far91]. Decentralized ZCW+14, BNOv87. Decides [Ste08b]. Decision [Ste84a, ZMVH+83c, ZVHL85, MST+85, ZMVH+83a, ZMVH+83b]. Declarative [HLHR90]. decoder [DKM+92]. decomposing [CG95].

Deconstruction [Gre04b]. Decoupled [AKK15, SW14]. decrease [JK96]. Dedicated [Hum95, Nic91, DVQ96, KWGG95, NM96]. Deep [Ano97o, CES17, DKSJ04, FHR99, KSLY17, ZRA+17, hHH99].

Degradable [GU98]. Degradation
[AVU+08, Bor05]. degree [Mat96f]. Delay
[BF02, KBK03, PD01]. Delay-Insensitive
[BF02]. delays [Ano99l, Ano99p].
Delivering [DBDF97]. Delivery
[Ano98-36]. Delta [Pow94]. Delta-4
[Pow94]. Demand [ABIV06, Gre10a].
demands [Ano02c, Sak00b]. Demise
[Ste92f]. Democratic [GPSS83].
Democratization [Alt14a]. demos
[Eng00l]. Denial [Pit96a]. DeNovoND
[SKA14b]. Density
[HKY+95, Mye92b. OMMB13, Bel93, DP97].
Denver [BBTV15]. Department [Ste15b].
Dependable
[Ano01a, ABC99, BFLS01, PV01, SUF+12].
dependencies [PVYU94]. dependency
[Ano94b]. Deployment [Ano99a]. Derek
[Mor84]. describing [NM96]. description
[vddD90]. Deserve [Ano16p]. Design
[Ano98-30, Ano98-29, Ano98-31, AS99,
ASD+05, BAH+05, BGH+90, BGS89,
BFLS01, Bor99a, Bor99b, Bos03a, BAM03,
Bos06c, BTR02, BBS+00, BGG97, CSV02,
cCPC00, CWS+12. Cla03, Cle03, DGR+10,
DM88a, EGL+90b, EGL+90a, Ece15d,
EPZ02, Emm08b, FRS+09, FHR99, FH05,
GHS8, HHNK09, HSW+89, HRSS11, Hyd00,
Job87, KNN+90, Kli81a, KL05, Koe86,
Lee94, LS96, Lin04, LX307, MRJ+15, MT05,
Mat13c, MG89, Mel89, MKRC97, Mno04a,
MK10, Mye89a, NC86, PMM15, PBK+15,
PLBC09, Pre91, RCR04, Red13, RSS+08,
SMHB91, SV03, SNC+07, Sen86, SAW+10,
SRWB15, SCA+12, Sim00, SBG+07, SAC+99,
Smn06b, SGC94, STR+01, SCC+05, TCD+05,
Tay13, TCF96, UB05, WKK+14, WWZ+08,
Won03, ZZ02, ZRA+17, AKK+93, Ano99v,
Ano02b, Ano02d, AJR86, Bos05f, Bos06c,
CH94, CM86, FHMS96, Fly97, GA86, Hea87].
design [Jae83, Job90b, KKT+91, LDA87,
Mat98b, Mat00c, Mat05c, Pap96, Seg97,
Sib84, SSL82, SL97, Ste89d, Ste94f, TTF96,
VVRV95, Wil95b]. designed [AH96].
Designer
[ENSD03, Lan87, Ste85f, ZV85, ZVH85].
Designers
[Ano98-38, Koe86, Ano96n, Eng00j, Gre96e].
Designing [AAWC94, ACG+95, BNV+15,
Bor05, Bos06a, GKL+14, GM99, Har12,
HDM+98, HL99, Hsu94, JBF94, KP90,
Lan96, Mat10b, MAM+06, OS99, Pee87,
RLC+13, RC12, Sak99d, SKLY97, WBC+95,
ZBS15, Bos05a, Tab84]. Designs
[ACG03, Alt11d, Fly97, KKD+07, LB00,
LRC+09, TC15, YBS17]. Desires
[MCF+85]. Desk [Dia93a, Mye92a].
Desk-Top [Dia93a, Mye92a]. Deskpro
[Ano88c]. desktop [Dia95d]. Desolla
[Mor84]. Destabilizing [Ano97p].
Detecting [Ano96u]. Detection [GRE04b]. Details
[Ano98c]. Detect
[NRV+06, CJFP95, KWGG95]. Detected
[Sha82]. Detecting
[LTQZ07, LDCS09, VCD16]. Detection
[FKL01, GV06, ML05, MBS08, SGK+04,
SS16, TS06]. detects [Ano01c].
Determining [Ste15a, Ste17c].
Deterministic [DLC010, NPC06, XBO07].
Detour [Sav99a, SAA+99]. Develop
[Ano98q]. developed [KWGG95].
Developing [ANS96, BSC+90. Chr96,
HBd+99, IKK96, MA94, Pri90, Sak00a,
SCSR93, SBG97, TMBT94, Rob97b].
Device
[Ano99-27, ABC99, ESW97,
Emm07e, Emm08a, Eng00k, Kalh2d, LPL86,
Mat01d, Mat08a, MBS92, NL02, NH81,
PKR92, SPRK04, Chr96, Hal93, Shi93,
Vic03, Wal97, Wil84]. Developments
[Ste85b, Ste86e, Ste87d, Ste92a]. Develops
[Ano87d]. Device [Eng00a, MRSV11,
ZCW+14, Ano02d, GR686]. Devices
[Alt13a, AAC+16, Ano87a, Ano88g,
FHL+03, Hac01, Ham00, KHL+16, Pen01,
STR+13, Ste66a, SSK+13, WK13, WLD15,
CJFP95, Pri94b]. DGEMM [RBK11].
Diagnosing [Ebe03]. Diagnosis

E-business [Gre01b]. E-Commerce [SK01]. e-mail [Gre01a, Ste97a]. e6500 [BGH+12]. earful [Gre01a]. Early [Smi96a, Gre95b, Mar96]. earnings [Ano03e]. Easier [WG92, Mat96d]. easily [KWGC95]. East [Sak91, Hoo90a, Kir90c, Sak89]. East-West [Kir90c]. Easy [MBA+09, Dia95d, Pir97]. easy-to-use [Dia95d]. EasyRide [GD01].

ECC [YE11]. ECIX [Ano98a]. Eckert [Ano16c, Ano17g, Goo14, Mud15, Wei17]. Eckert-Mauchly [Goo14]. ECL [BAC+90, JBF94]. Economic [Gre08e, Gre09b, Gre16c, Ste09b]. Economics [Ano01a, Gre93, Gre95c, Gre95b, Gre95d, Gre96a, Gre96b, Gre96c, Gre96d, Gre96e, Gre97a, Gre97b, Gre97f, Gre97c, Gre97d, Gre97e, Gre98a, Gre98b, Gre98c, Gre98e, Gre98f, Gre99c, Gre99d, Gre99b, Gre99e, Gre99f, Gre00b, Gre00f, Gre00c, Gre00d, Gre00e, Gre00a, Gre01b, Gre01a, Gre01c, Gre01d, Gre01e, Gre01f, Gre02a, Gre02c, Gre02b, Gre02d, Gre02e, Gre02f, Gre03a, Gre03b, Gre03c, Gre03e, Gre03d, Gre04b, Gre04a, Gre04d, Gre04c, Gre04e, Gre04f, Gre05a, Gre05e, Gre05b, Gre05c, Gre05d, Gre05f, Gre06a, Gre06b, Gre06c, Gre06d, Gre06e, Gre06f, Gre07d, Gre07a, Gre07b, Gre07e, Gre07f, Gre08a, Gre08c, Gre08d, Gre08b, Gre08e, Gre09b, Gre09c, Gre09a, Gre09f]. Economics [Gre09e, Gre09d, Gre10c, Gre10d, Gre10f, Gre10e, Gre11c, Gre11d, Gre11f, Gre12a, Gre12b, Gre12c, Gre12d, Gre12e, Gre13b, Gre13c, Gre13d, Gre13e, Gre13f, Gre14a, Gre14c, Gre14d, Gre14e, Mat07b, WD03, WN92, Gre95a, Gre96f]. economy [Gre01d]. EDA [Ano98b, STL92]. Edge [BWBJ11, Ecc17b, Gre10d, LB00, RDC98, WL92, GP90, S0093, War91g]. Edges [Gre07c]. EDIF [Mar85]. Editor [Cra00, Kir01, Sak99f, Sak01f, Tor06, Urg97, IA13, Red13, Alb04, Alb07e, Alb07b, Alb07a, Alb07c, Alb07d, Alb08, Alb09, Alb10a, Alt11a, Alt11b, Alt13c, Ano10a, Bos03b, Bos04b, Bos06e, Bos06d, Bos06c, Bos06a, Bos06b, Cas95, Cle00a, Dia93f, Dia95c, Dia98, DH90, Emm08b, Gro92b, Gro94b, Gro02, Hoe93, Jag97, Kan95, Koo02, Lav02, Loc03, Lyl04, Mis93, Mud10, Nak99, Pen01, Rob98d, Sak90b, Sak91, Sak95, Sak99b, Sak99a, Sak99c, Sak99d, Sak99c, Sak00c, Sak00b, Sak00a, Sak00f, Sak02g, Trö98, Vei04].
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[RGH+10]. recycles [Dia98]. Red [YT01].
Redefining [ANM+12]. Reduce
[HCP+03, ZZ05, AO97, Ano02c]. Reduced
[Sch84, WRA+14, MM87]. Reducing
[ER08, Rit97, RC13, Seg97, Wal97, WEMR04, GGJ+96, Han96]. Reduction
[AMR+06, CBJ10, GGJ+96, Kid14, SZZ01, VE10]. Redundancy [NBM+06].
Redundant [TT12]. Reengineering
[Dia93]. Referee [CHA+85a, Kar85].
Reference [Fla99]. Refining [Pap96].
Redefinitions [Goo14, Ste88d]. Reform
[Ste09b]. Refresh [ER08, SWL11].
Refueling [AVU+08]. refusal
[Ste00a, Ste00c, Ste00b]. Regime [Tay13].
Region [CSL+06]. RegionScout [CSL+06].
Register [RS03, Sim00, Fur88].
Registration [Lin92, Rob99c]. Regression
[LB07, WL92]. Regular [Rag84, Kra96].
Reimagination [NMU+15]. Reinforcer
[NBM+06]. Reintegrate [KJL16].
Reinventing [Emm07c, Par00]. relate
[WHKM93a, WHKM93b]. Related [Ste08d, Ste08e, Gus92, Ste00a, Ste00c, Ste00b]. relates [Dan96].
Relational
[AS91a, MG89, Mye84a, Ano97r, ISH+91].
release [Ano94b, Ano03e]. Releases
[Eng00i]. Reliability [Alt13f, BTR02, BDJS07, Con03, GMM+07, INK05, LDF+13, LLSS05, Qua00, Red13, SABR05, YE11, ZRA+17, JKN96, WIL84, ZP93, AS05].
Reliability-Aware [Red13, AS05].
Reliability/The [ZRA+17]. Reliable
[Bo05, GK5+05, Hor95, MLS+16, NRS+08, PV98, RG03, SBG97, WRA+14, Bos06a, KWM89]. Relying
[Sak99e]. Relyzer
[HANR13]. ReMAP [WA11].
Remembering [Alt11c]. remote
[AGH+91]. Renaming [Sim00]. render
[Ano02b]. Renewable [GKL+14]. Rental
[Pic91, Ste91e]. Rentals [Ste91b]. Recorder
[ARS03]. Reorganization [AFH16].
Repairing [BCP01]. Repetitive [Gre96d].
Replacing [LCW08]. Replay
[NPC06, XBH07]. Replica [CK98]. Reply
[And82b, Ano91a, Ano00n, Dai94, Fai82a, Joh90a, Kar85, Kir83a, Kir84a, Kir84b, Mac84, Mat89a, Pit96b, RFGM86, Smi85, Smi86b, Ste88c, Ste91e, Uss91, ZVHL85, ZVH85]. Report
[All81, Bal84b, Jef84, Kah90c, Kah91e, Kah92f, Kah93f, Kah93h, Kir85a, Kah93d, Kah93g, Far88b].
Reported [Mye84b]. Representative
[JC08b]. Representing
[Emb07c, Par00]. Reprint
[Ste08e]. Requirements
[FFK+85, BSB+92, PGL97].
Research
[Alb10a, And14, Ano88g, Ano99o, ADC00, Eec16b, Kah92c, Kah92d, Kah93e, KB13, Kir89b, KZ13, ODH+07, Shlb3, Smi17, WPO+07, ZACM14, Ano01e, Bos04d].
Research-and-Development
[Kah92d]. Researchers
[Ano02d]. resigns [Ano03d].
Resilience [KGDW+13, SS16]. Resilience
[HANR13]. Resilient [PKL13, SKM+16]. resist
[Ano96n]. Resistance
[Mat17, Soo93]. Resistant
[VKL+13]. Resistive
[GGB+15, KYGW17]. Resolution
Sel-Organizing [RGR95]. Self-Reconfigurable [GALB07].

Self-Repairing [BCP01]. Self-Tuning [YNS+14]. Sensing [HHNK09]. Sensors [PCDL10]. Sensitive Sensornet [Ano97h, EK16, SO14, Ano02b].

Semicustom Ano01c, Ano03b, IWM89]. Sending Semicustom Ano99w, WN94, Ano17b. Semicon [Ano99w, Kat97, Ste07d, TKI+14, Ano00i, Ano01c, Ano03b, IWM89]. Semicustom [Ste66b, AJR86]. sending [Ste97a]. Sensing [PCDL10]. Sensitive [CFRM04, Gol96].

Semiautomatic [CL05]. Sensor [Ano97h, EK16, SO14, Ano02b]. Sensors [HHNK09]. Sensors [IKK96, NRV+06, SCA+12, WKK+14, WIP+13, Ano02c].

Sensory [SJ00]. Sensory-Augmented [SJ01]. SEP [Ste17e]. Sequence [KYGW17, TZMVNL81]. sequences [Hal91]. Sequential [Aug12, BVZ+08, CO03, GJLT12]. Serial [Dia96d, KMD+13, SB00, Dia95d].

SerialExpress [JGF98]. Series [VBB14]. Server [AK00, CNC+16, DGMm00]. DBDF97, GK5+05, IST+11, JMJZ+11, KSSF10, KKSV10, LLL+16, LRC+09, PKB+15, SGG+12, TIT+13, JRHM86].

Server-on-a-Chip [SGG+12]. Server/Workstation [DGMm00]. Servers [BCC+02, FRS+09, Gad07, HFFA11, KMAC03, RCC12, VFJ97, YMA+13, Gk97]. Service [Ano14a, Ano15b, Ano16b, DK14, Ano99w, WN94, Ano17b]. Services [Eng00k, FSS+16, KKSV10, LM16, PCC+15, STM02, XLW+12, Ano98-29]. Session [Emm07e, Emm08a]. Set [An000m, AOYS95, Brz01, DGMm00, DS94, Eng00o, Fai82a, Fai82b, FBGB96, FH00, NMU+15, NT89, PKR92, QJP+08, Sch84, Smi82, Ste09a, UBB+94, WRA+14, Ano03c, Eng001, FN86, Lee96, MM87, WHKM93b].

Set-Dueling-Controlled [QJP+08]. Set-Top [Eng00o]. Sets [Cre82, HCP+16, Ste87c, TONH96]. Setters [Ste97a]. Setting [Ste94c, Ste03a, Ste13, Wha97, FS05, Gar93, Ste98e, Ste05d, Upd93]. severe [HC83a].

sexy [Ano96n]. Seymour [Ano17-45]. SGML [Ano97p]. SH [BHM+00]. SH-5 [BHM+00]. SH3 [HKY+95]. SH4 [ANUN98]. shapes [CG95, Gre97f]. shaping [Mat95b]. Shared [DLC010, DVW905, KHL+16, KL05, KCKP14, MHW03, MM09, TS91, TM94b, TM94a]. Shared-Memory [DLC010, DVW905, KL05, MHW03, TS91, TM94b, TM94a]. Sharing [Ano87g, ZL15].


Shoe-Mounted [SP01]. Shooting [Gre96e]. Short [Kah93i, Ste94a]. shortening [Rit97]. Shortfalls [Gre01f]. Should [EHP+07, Ste84b, Ste96f, Ste98b, Ano94c, Gre96f, Mat95d]. Show [Mat04d]. Shrimp [DBDF97, DBC+98]. Shrink [Ste97f].

Shrink-wrap [Ste97f]. Shuttle [Kir92]. SIA [Eng00n]. Side [DMWS13, LWML16]. Side-Channel [DMWS13, LWML16]. Sides [Gre17c]. Sidney [Ano17-45]. Siemens [Ano98-34]. Signal [SJB09, Ano97b, AF84, CWL+14, DM88b, DM88a, Eic86, Fra00, FGG+88, HSP+01, KW81, KL086, KB91, KPHP04, LCS92, Mor86a, MD88, MBK+92, NG87, PS88, PNR92, SP92, SK88, WSM+10, Ano92b, Ano95a, BTHS92, DFR90, FLRB86, RMFG85, Wv92]. Signal-Processing [AF84, DM88a, Mor86a, MD88, NG87, Wv92].

Signal-Switching [HSP+01]. Signaling [DP97, HYS98, PTD98]. signals [Ste98b]. Signature [Eng00d, LLLL09]. Signatures [HAK6, TAC09]. significantly [TON9H6]. signing [KAK96]. Silicon [Alt13b, Ano02b].
BJO+09, Bos06c, Cai89, CS13, EBS+12, FD04, GHKV+11, HFA11, HAC+13, KKS+98, LWK94, OMMP13, PDS+13, RES+13, STT+15, STR+13, SKS+13, TP10, TS13, Tay13, WKK+14, Ano11h, Ano02c, Ano03b, DTH+95, Pri94b, MC90.

Silicon-on-Thin-Buried-Oxide [STT+15].

Silicon/ferroelectric [DTH+95].

Silver [Eng00a].

SimFlex [RKP00].

Simple [FHP00, MBS08, ZQL+04, CG95, KSI+96, Rob00c].

Simulating [Hur98, Wal97].

SimWest [VC06].

Simulating [BO86, GGC+11, LC91].

Simulation

Can98, CF90, DMP91, ENSO3, GKS06, Har12, HBE+10, Ibb00, KL08, LHM99, MBK+92, OHLK94, RPE10, SY06, WWF+06, ESW97, RSL90, UBL+82, vDLD90].

Simulating [AV03, Kha00, Pap96].

Simulator [BCU+99, BDH+06, LYBZ04].

Simulators [CDS07, NHMS15].

Simultaneous [EEL+97, IGH+99].

SimWatch [CDS07].

Singapore [Kah93b].

Single [AMK17, Ano97f, Ano98-36, Ano99-33, AMFMM+16, CMAS11, EMYN00, EHP+07, Eng00o, Gol96, JKK+11, KPV+99, KCKP+14, LBD+99, LLL+16, Mat04e, MM+08, Mye83c, NJ+03, SC91, Mon97].

Single-Chip [AMK17, CMAS11, EMYN00, Eng00o, Gol96, JKK+11, KPV+99, LBD+99, Mye83c, NJ+03, SC91, Mon97].

Single-Cycle [KCKP14].

Single-ISA [AMK17].

Single-ISA [AMFMM+16, MMB+08].

Single-Sourcing [Ano99-33].

Single-Threaded [EHP+07].

Single-Unit [Ano98-36].

Skills [Emm07d].

Skullduggery [Ste01b, Ste02b, Ste07c, Ste09c, Ste09d, Ste11, Ste12, Ste17c, Ste17a, Ste17b, Ste01d, Ste05c, Ste07b].

Sky [Gre16c].

Sky [GZC+17].

Sky [DKY+17].

Slack [DMMD11].

SLDRAM [GV97].

Slicing [Ano87g].

Slickedit [Ano96t].

Sloping [SKS+13].

Slot [Hur98].

Slot-1 [Hur98].

Slotcars [McK83].

Slouching [Gre08b].

Slowing [Ecc17c].

Slump [Sak01].

Smyk [Kir99d].

Small [AT09, LLT+08, Pap89, TUI+01, TS05].

small-scale [TS05].

Smaller [Eng00p].

smallest [Ano02c].

Smart [Ano96q, Ano97-27, DF01, EMYN00, HC84, NM96, NFQ03, Sak01f, SCA+12, TB1D01, Tua99, DVFQ96, KCKP14].

Smartphone [ZES13].

Smell [Ste86f].

SMP [Cha98].

SMT [CRV+04].

soap [Gre95b].

SOC [Ano00a, CSV02, Sak02c, Lin04].

Soccer [Gre95b].

Society [Ano14o, Ano17-27, Ano17y, Ano17-29, Mar96, Ano96c, Ano01d, Ano15u, Ano16x, Ano16s, Ano16v, Ano16t, Ano16w, Ano16u, Ano16r, Ano17z, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17-28].

Socket [Ano96m, Ano96s].

Sockets [FJL+13, ZG96].

soda [MM+97, LLW+07].

Soft [NRV+06, SWK+05, SGK+04, SMS13, WERM04, CMR97].

Soft-Error [SMS13, WERM04].

Soft-Error-Detection [SGK+04].

SoftSig [TATC09].

Software [ABIV06, Alt12c, AAW+96, And82a, Ano14-34, Ano15-34, BSY+10, BM15, BDV+08, Bus86, BM5, CGJ+94, CN13, De 94, Dem94, DF01, ECV+12, Gou06, GHY+17, HCW+04, Hea87, HKM+85, HAB+09, Joh90b, KW83, Kah90e, Kah91e, Kah91d, Kah93d, Ka97, KST12, LPL86, LSY01, LLW+07, LLL09, MAS+05, Mat90a, Mat96d, Mat03a, Mat09a, Mat83, MCC+07, MMB12, Mor86b, NRS+08, OHLR94, OFG88, RCA07, RFGM86, RPE10, SPRK04, Ste83d, Ste85a, Ste84a, Ste84c, Ste85c, Ste87a, Ste86f, Ste86e, Ste87d, Ste87e, Ste89b, Ste90a, Ste90f, Ste91b, Ste91a, Ste08d, Ste08e, Ste14a, Ste14b, Str98, SBG97, SYY+11, TCM+02, TATC09, Wal97, ZQL+04, Ano92e, Ano98-29, ACG+88,
CMR97, FL84, Gre97d, HF81, KHW85, KHF86, Kah93a, Pir97, SS82, Ste83e, Ste93e, Ste95d, Ste96d, Ano14q, Buc84, Pit91.

Software [Ste91e]. Software-Configurable [Gou06]. Software-Defined [BDV+08, CN13, LLW+07, MMB12, SYY+11]. Software-Exposed [TATC09].

Software-Hardware [GHY+17, OHLR94, Ste84a].

Software-Only [RCA07]. Soggy [Joh90b].

SOI [NFQ03]. Solicited [Ano17-45]. Solid [Alb07d, Alt11e]. Solution [Deli9c, DMG+15, For02, SLSO14, SABR05, Bel84a].

Solutions [CD97a, JP17, Won03, Ano99-27, LHN95].

Solvent [Ano98e]. Solving [BM85, GFL+17, Hoo89a, Yli04, VL00].

Some [Alt11f, Kir85a, Lei98]. Sometimes [SRJ+91]. Sonic [SYW+14].

[Ste91e].

[Th97, JBM95, JL87, KPP06, JRS97, TP10, TRY97].

SoK [SK09]. Special [Ano01c]. Spectrum [Gre09f]. Speculation [NRS+08, RSC+06]. Speculative [HBCS04, MT03]. Speed [EI87, EIB90, HP85].

SpeedLog [WN94]. Speeds [Ano88h, Ano96f, TONH96, FBG96, SLM+97].


Splitter [SL03]. Spring [Mye82a]. springs [Joh90b]. Sprouting [RLC+13, RES+13].

spurious [Rob97c]. spyware [St05b]. sqrt [And82a]. Square [Ano82b, SL97, Tea82].


SRAM [ASD+05, SCA+12, TKI+14, YBNS15].

SRAMs [LCWB08]. SSBLT [Reg92]. SSI [Pee87]. Stack [ADF+10, AH96, Bea90, Mat91b, PZL06, STR+01, Gre01d].

Stack-Based [PZL06]. Stacked [DFG+13, LX10, SLSO14, Ano95b].

Stacking [LXB07]. Stand [GSS+07].

Standard [Ano84, Ano88e, Ano96r, Ano02e, AMFFM+16, Bal84c, CS13, CCG+84, Cri97, Gar93, GV97, Jos86, KSM99, Mye82b, Mye82c, Rob98e, Smo86a, Ste03a, Ste13, Tho92, War90f, War91c, War91f, Ano81, Ano83, Ano99w, Ano00i, BC86, Dia94b, Dia95d, ES84, Fis85, FS95, GK97, JAC94, Mar85, Pir94a, RT86, Reg92, Ste98e, Ste99d, Ste05d, Ste05c, TZYMLN81, Upd93, Ano97d, Ste07a, Ste08a]. Standard-Setting
Standardization [Ano96v, Car98, Gre10e, STL92, Ste01b, Ste02b, Ste02d, Ste05c, Ste07c, Ste09d, Ste11, Ste12, Ste17c, Ste17a, Ste17b, Dav93, Dia96d, Ste01d, Ste07b].

Standards [All86b, Ano97s, Ano98x, Ano15f, Bor85a, Bor81, BS84, Buc84, Buc87, Dia92, Dia93f, Dia93c, Dia93d, Dia93e, Dia95d, Dia95e, Dia96d, Dia96c, Gre10d, Gro83, Hec83a, Hec83b, HAB909, IJ98, Kal93, Lei98, Mye84d, RSW10, Rob97a, Rob97b, Rob97c, Rob97e, Rob97d, Rob98d, Rob98b, Rob98e, Rob98c, Rob99b, Rob99a, Rob99c, Rob99e, Rob99d, Rob99f, Rob00a, Rob00e, Rob00b, Rob00c, Rob00d, Rob01a, Rob01b, Rob01d, Rob01c, Smo87a, Smo88a, Ste94c, Ste08c, Ste15a, War89b, War92a, BCF92, Eng00j, Gre93, Gre15c, Gux92, Hal93, Kir01, Smo87c, Ste99a, Ste99b, Ste00c, Ste01e, Vic93].

Standing [Alb07d]. Stanford [CFK07, HHS08]. Starfire [Cha98].


Start [KLM97, ADC00]. Start-up [KLM97]. Start-T-Voyager [ADC00].

Starting [Rob98e, TM82]. starts [Mat96f].

Startup [Ano15-37, VCE06]. Stat [Jef84].

State [Ecc75, LLO3]. States [CHA98, Kar85, LDL17, ZHP17, Gar93, Ste91b, Ste92a, Zsc84]. Static [GXM13].

Statistical [ENSD03, WWF06]. Statistics [SIPM02]. Status [All81, All84, Bal84b, Kni85].

Status-Report [All81, Bal84b]. Stay [Ano15-38, Rob01c]. STC [Ano14r, Ano15-39]. Std [Dia94b, Dia95d, Dia96d]. STEAM [GKS06]. Steep [SKS13]. Steep-Slope [SKS13]. Stepping [Sak00f]. Steps [Ano96l]. Steve [Ano01d, Gre11f]. Stick [Ara00]. Sticking [Ste95c]. Still [Kaw98, Kir91c, Alb07e, Rob00a]. Stimulus [Gre09b]. Stochastic [NJZL+17]. Stone [Gre16c]. stop [SS82]. Storage [BLC+17, Dav02, GKS06, Gur09, GSS09, KYGW17, LLZ+17, RCB10, Sto94, SF95, Ano01h, Ano02b]. Store [GAR+06, SMR07]. Store-Load [SMR07]. Storing [BK14].

Story [Kir89d, BC96, Eng00g, FHMS96]. straight [Wha97]. Strained [Ano11h]. Strategies [Ano16-48, Ano16-47, Ano16-46, KMG903, LB07, SG01a, Ano16-45, CR95b, Emm06b, LNV82]. Strategy [Ano98x, Gre98e, Lun85, MK10, Gre99c].

Stream [MCH94, RCR04, WWZ98, ZG96, SK97]. Streaming [RPK00]. Streams [KDK91].

stress [Gre96d]. Stressmark [KJP93].

stretch [Ste07b]. Stretches [Mor86b, RFGM86]. String [TS06]. Strong [SLSO14]. StrongARMing [LS08a].

Structure [Ecc75, FMV85, Gre13a, Nic88, SHS85, Boa96, FH81, MKN83].

Structured [AJR86, Man86b]. Structures [bor81, CDGO97]. Student [Ano15-40, Ano17-29, Ano17-58, Ano17-59].

Students [Cle03, LMC93].

studies [CPZ89, RH91].

Study [SB09, HGS97, KGD97, SWK97, Sen86, Smi86a, Smi86b, Smo88c, SZH82, BSB92, Gre96a, OL85, SZ81].

Study-Groups [Smo88c].

Studying [Ano97-30, Jac03]. Stuff [Alb07b, BS98].

Subject [Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano94c, Ano96a].

Submicron [Ano97]. FHR99. submissions [Ano98c].

Subsetting [JC08a]. Substitution [LHC+12].

Substrate [Car93]. Substrates [Hol98, Bel93]. Subsystem [KCD10, Pri86, WHKM93]. Subsystems [WH09]. Subthreshold [CB10].

subtractive [BG81]. Subword [Lee96].

Success [LCS92, Ste85g, Joh90b].

Successful [GS99].

Sue [Ste17c, Ste17a, Ste17b]. Sues [Ste08c].

Suit
Supreme [Ste94c]. Surviving [LDCS99, Sak01e]. SWAP [LHC+12]. Swarn [JSY+16]. Sweat [Ste94d]. SWICH [TNT06]. Swiss [Kir89d]. Switch [AML+03, ACKM05, Cum04, Edd02, KPV+99, MIM+97, STT+15, SGPO2, Yun01, ZBH+00, ZLB06]. Switched [YTR+98]. Switching [DMG+15, HSP+01, KSI+96, KM05, MFM02, ZCW+14]. Symbiosis [DF01]. symbols [Lan87]. Symmetric [KO05]. Symposium [Bro17, HW91, KT14, Mar14, Tor12, Ste90g, Ste90h]. Symptoms [Gre09c]. synaptic [RJHK89]. Synchronization [But07, KPK+10, MT03]. Synchronous [CB04, Lin04]. SyncLink [Dia96c]. Synergistic [ASD+05, GHF+06, TCD+05]. Syntactic [SWM87]. Syntax [SHS85]. Synthesis [CFRM04, CS14, EI87, KCXmWH17, KIS+00, Lan96, PVS+11, TCC+00, BG81, Wv92]. Synthesizable [RHH+03]. synthetic [MC87]. System [AHK+14, ABG+16, AB06, Ano98-28, Ano99v, Ano01h, AF84, Bd598, Bel96, BFK+85, BGS89, Bon96, BCKY17, BLC+17, Bos03a, BTR02, BCF+14, BWBJ11, CR95a, CO03, CDS07, CFRM04, Cla03, CL87, CES+11, Dav98, DFG+13, E187, EE08, FBC87, FKL01, Fos98, GR92, GGJ+96, GD01, HKM+85, Hor95, IN87, IKK06, Jac03, Jae83, Joh87, KY91, KSWM90, Kir91a, KGDW+13, Kni85, KL08, Koe86, KKS+98, KAV99, LHM99, LP89, ML05, MA94, MBP+85, MCF+85, NCT+98, NL02, OHLR94, OKN+11, PLK+16, PLB09, PRE11, Pre91, RRP+08, Rea86, RNN+16, RPE10, Sak87, SK01, SV03, SML04, SO14, SL90a, Ste83a, Ste84d, Ste91c, SL84b, STS+92, Tr98, TGE95, VM95, WM85, Wal97, WKK+14, WN+16, WMSH09, WWZ+08, WWF+06, Yao85, Zha9b1b, CCD+82, CH94, CDG097, DKM+92, ES84]. system [Han96, HP85, HS85, Hea84, Joh90b, KKT+91, Mon87, PGL97, Rit97, RH91, SSH88, Seg97, SM85, Ste93e, TGF88, WJR88, Ber86, HLHR90, MSB87, Mat09d, OB91, PJ91, SB84]. System-in-package [Ano01h]. System-Level [Lan03a, EE08, PLBC09, Seg97]. System-on-a-Chip [Bel96, Ano99v]. System-on-Chip [ABG+16]. System-on-Silicon [KKS+98]. System/
6000 [OB91]. Systematically [TGE95].

Systems [AKP96, AAG +10, Alt11f, And14, AT09, Ano87a, Ano98-44, Ano02e, ABC99, AS99, AGJL98, ALGJ100, BCP04, BPT +11, Ber09, BBE +11, BDH +06, BDH +16, BFLS01, Bor05, Cas15, Cas95, CRV +04, CK98, CR95b, CGJ +94, CLM08, CWB94, CS81, Cle03, CHSL17, CP86, CMAS11, Cun04, DKB +90, Dra00, DM88a, Ebe03, FK83, FPAF02, Fre95, FSH +01, GALB07, GR95a, Gro94a, GGB +15, GKS06, GSS09, Her00, HSW98, HAC +13, HL86, HeF04, Her +14, Jag97, JL11, Joh84, KND02, KG05, KDS09, KLM +15, Kir06e, KBH +08, KHHR85, KL08, KDK +89, KO05, KP03, LW94, LHMH91, LC09, LHC +02, LLZ +04, Lin98, MR85, Mat97c, MS87, MM +08, Mye81, OKH +12, OW01, OYK +17, PV5 +11, PND04, Pap89, PGL97, RSE01, RIt97, SK02, San97b, SSH +03, SoS04, Ste94d, Str98, SLB04a, SLOB04b, SUP +12, SMJ +11, Tab84].

Systems-Design [DM88a]. Systolic [MCC +94, MM96, dG95].


Tackling [Dur96]. tactics [Gre00b]. Tag [Mey04]. Tag-Free [Mey04]. tail [Gre97f].


Takeda [Ano01d]. Talent [Emm07a].

Talisman [Ran97]. Target [EK16, LS96].

Targeting [Eng00j]. Task [BSP +17, FK83, KJL +10, KKL +09, FBGB96, FMT91].

Task-Centric [KJL +10]. Task-Driven [FK83]. Task-Parallel [BSP +17]. tasks [TCF96]. Taste [Ste86f]. TCAM [ANC05, CM04, YKL05]. TCAM-Based [ANC05]. TCAMS [WSZ05, SG01b]. TCO [GHLK +12]. TCP [FMF02, SL03, SML04].

TCP/IP [SL03, SML04]. Tea [Chr90, Joh90a]. teach [Ano94c]. Teaching [DMG00, Hyd00]. team [FHMS96]. Tech [Ano98k, Ano17-30, Cha85b, Kah03c].

Techno [Ano16-44, Ano17-56].

Technical [Ano98-37, Gre16b, Mat87, Mat10d, Mat13c, Mat83, Ste89d, Gre96f, Sak99a, Ste94f].

Techniques [AR83, Ano01a, MA83, PV01, Sim00, VE10, WJM +05, CMR97, Pet92, Yao96]. Techno [Gre16d]. Techno-Optimists [Gre16d].

Technological [Zsc84]. Technologies [GHRSS9, Has94, KJJ16, Koe86, LCS92, LW94, LX07, MCM +16, PCW15, SYKM11, SMAS16, TTT +13, TC15, Mat01e, Gre99].

Technology [ANS96, Ano88g, Ano96o, Ano01h, Bor99b, Car3, Cri97, Dav02, Dia95b, Eng00a, Eng00c, FRS +09, Gre02b, Gre17d, HSP +01, HYM +09, Ing99, JW99, Kah92b, KKD +07, KGDW +13, KM03, LZY +10, Mat07d, Mat11b, Mea96, Mis93, Mye93c, NFQ03, NK1 +09, OFW99, PW96, Sak97, Ste98f, Ste85h, WN92, PfFH +02, Ano92f, Ano01c, Ano01f, Ano02d, DP97, Far84, FN94, Gre95c, Gre97a, Gre97e, GGJ +96, Jaes2a, Jae82b, Jae82c, Jae83, Mat95b, Mat01a, McL87, Sak99c, SK97, Sl96, Vrc93].

Technology-Based [KGDW +13]. Teeth [Smo87d, Ste01a]. Telecommunication [MS87]. Telecommunications [Fra96].

Telematics [Ker90b]. Telephony [Gre02c].

Tells [Ste09b, Ste13, FHMS96].
Temperature [HAWC+11, KO09, MSB+17, SPKJ06, SSH+03, SBG+07].

Temperature-Aware
[HAWC+11, SPKJ06, SSH+03], Temporal [PVS17], Temporally [BUMV95]. Ten [Alt13c, Gre16d]. Tera [Mat97a, MIM+97]. Terabit [AML+03, Yun01]. terabits [MIM+97]. Teraflops [HVS+07]. Term [AS99, IBM05]. Terminals [EMYN00, HC99]. Ternary [GGB+15, Liu02, PS03]. Tesla [LNM08].

Test [LHC+02, LHL09, MB15, MBTS16, Sak02f]. testability [AJR86, WL92]. Tested [Ano87f]. Testing [AR83, KJP+13, TGE95, AQT+92, JBF94]. Tests [Ano87e, Ano03e]. Tetrahedral [LSL+15]. Texas [FLRB86]. Text [EIB90, PAC+14, HC83a]. Text-to-Speech [EIB90]. Texture [Dog12], TFP [Hsu94].

Thief [SS82], Their [Alt13c, Ste86a, Won03, NM96]. Them [Alt13d, Smo87d, CG95, Rob01b]. Theme [Alt13f, Ecc16c]. Themes [Alt14c, Del92, Ecc17d, Mat95e, Mat04c].

d theory [Kah91e]. There [Cai89, Gre15f, LX10, War91f, Ano95c, Gre00b]. Thermal [BDJS07, GKS06, KC09, LLS05, Soo93]. Theta [HM93]. They’re [Rob00a]. Thin [STT+15]. Things [AAC+16, EK16, KHL+16, RK16, RNN+16].

Think [Ano88d]. Thinking [Loc03, Mat05c, Mat07d, Mat09b]. Third [HL99, SBJ13]. Third-Generation [HL99, SBJ13]. Thought [Luu90b, Mat13b, Pat90, Gre95d].

Thoughts [Ecc17f, FH05, Kir85a, Lei98, Moo03, Mud15, Pea95]. Thousand [Gre06c].

Thread [BSC08, CJH+12, EE10, FZW+12, KG05, KPMHB11, KBH+04, MB05, RSC+06, ROA13]. Thread-Based [KG05].

Thread-Level [CJH+12, FZW+12, RSC+06]. Threaded [EHP+07, SGG+12]. Threads [LPC12, TT12, WC+04]. Three [Lou91, De 83, Jag97, NA84, SM85].


Throughput [CCYT05, CDS+15, CD09, HV04, HKC10, NG87, PHB15, SLC+14, SY+11, WK13]. Throughput-Optimized [SLC+14]. Throughput-Oriented [PHB15].


Ticks [Del94b]. Tie [Ste84a, Ste92a]. Tie-in [Ste84a, Ste92a]. Tied [Ste83d, Ste83c]. TigerSHARC [FG00]. Tightly [Kir85b, Pre91]. Tile [WGH+07]. Tilting [Ste94e]. Time [AT09, CR95a, CFZ+99, CR95b, CWB94, CFM+97, Cro85, DLR02, Dea04, EPZ02, FBC87, FGC+14, KKL+09, KDK+89, LPL86, LHN95, ML05, MAS+05, MBSP02, Mat03e, MBP+85, MB15, MBTS16, NJZL+17, OKH+12, PP92, RCR04, Rea86, RSE01, Sak02f, SK02, SL91, SK97, Ste94a, Ste94a, SUF+12, TS91, TGE95, UCS+10, EKM+95, Fly97, Hea84, Hea87, KE89, RLG94, Rit97, RH91].

Time-Based [NJZL+17]. Time-Multiplexed [SK97]. Time-Triggered [MBSP02]. Timed [Kah93].

Timely [GPS88], Times [AML+03, Ano97-33, Pri93a, PW96].

Timeshared [CJ85]. Timing [EDL+04, SKA+14a, VCD16, XYS02, ZHRPR17].

Timothy [Mar17]. Tiny [Ano88h, Ano02d, Ano03c, MIM+97]. TLP [SNL+03]. TM [FSBA12]. TMS320C25 [CPH90, FLRB86].


Tnet [Hor95]. Tobus [SS88]. Today
Tofu [AIH+12]. Token
MHW03, DM86, JKN96. Tokens [Ond96]. Tolerance [Dra00, EM84, Gro94a, Gro94b, Hum84, Kir87, MS84, Ktp92, Pow94, Rag84, RTHA05, Sos94, SRA+04, OFG88].

Tolerant [AF84, AGJL98, ALGJ01, CK98, EVM+98, GAR+06, IEB+14, Joh84, Kir89a, KDK+89, LWB09, RSS+08, RSE01, SB84, SKA+14a, SGC94, Ste98, YW94, YNS+14, YW88, AGH+91, Bos05f, DGW+94, JKN96, PC01, WJR88].

Tolerating [BRmWH06, HNR10].

Too [Gre03d, Gre09c, Mat05d, Ste92b, Rob99f, Ste99d]. Tool [Ano00m, BM85, DMP91, Eng00l, GTF97, GH88, MG89, MG88, PGL97, San97b, Ano91c, MM96]. Toolbox [ENSD03].

Toolkit [Mat93c, Mat97d]. Tools [FHP00, Hoo89a, KFF00, Mat15b, Nic91, TCF96, WC92, Ano92b, Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano98-30, Ano98-31, Ano99-27, Mat01f].

Top [ABZ08, Alb04, Alt12e, Alt13c, Alt14f, CS15, Dia93a, Ecc15e, Ecc16e, Ecc17f, ET09, Eng00o, EEKS07, FL13, FV12, HGPT12, JQ17, MS16, MRLB03, Mvd10, Mye92a, PM11, RG07, TM14, Tor06].

Top-Down [EEKS07]. Topics [Alt12a, Ano14s, Mat06a].

Topologies [MRSV11, PC01, CK95].

Topology [KDSA09, VPRS14]. Tour [Fra94]. Tower [War92d]. Tower-of-Babel [War92d].

Tool [MG88]. Trace [Kha00].

Trace-Driven [Kha00]. Track [Mye82b, Rob97d].

Tracking [CSL+06, PD798, TLW+10]. Trade [AF88, FHP00, Ste93b, Ste95b, Wet86, Pap96, SMHB91]. Trade-Offs [AF88, FHP00, Pap96, SMHB91].

Trade-Policy [Wet86]. Trading [WGA+09].

Traditional [LCP+11]. Train [Kir90d, Kir90e, KZ01]. trainable

[KWGG95]. Trak [Mat91c]. Transactional

[ADF+10, AAK+06, BMV+08, FSBA12, HCW+04, HCU+07, MCC+07, RG03, RRP+08]. Transactions

[Ano14s, Ano16y, GP90]. Transceiver

[GDES08, IGH+99]. Transfer [LDL17, MA83, PDL08, WLD15, Ano02e, Reg92].

Transfer-Based [WLD15]. Transform [LNV89]. Transformer [WMH+10].

Transforming [PO04, SP92]. Transforms [AAG+10]. Transient

[GSVP03, GV06, HANR13, Sos94].

Transient-Fault [GSVP03, GV06].

Transistency [LSBM17]. Transistor [Bor05, RC13, Ano01h, Ano03b].

Transitors [Kid14, Ano03b]. Transition

[MMU+15, Moo03, Moo04a]. Transition-Aware [MMU+15].

Translation

[Bha17, PHB15, RLS11, SL84a]. Translations [GKA+16]. Translator

[CHH+98, Mye83b]. Transmission

[GT83, War90d]. Transmission-Lines

[GT83]. Transmitter [DP97].

Transmitters [STR+13]. Transnational

[Ste05a]. Transparent [ZG96].

Transponders [GD01]. Transport

[CMD98, Sav99a, SAA+99]. Transputer

[NT89, Tal93, HMSS87].

Transputer-Based [Tal93].

Transputer-T414 [NT89]. Transputers

[Kah92e, WS90]. traps [Gre05e].

Traversals [KCKP14]. Tree [PMM15].

Tree-Based [PMM15].

Trends

[AS91b, All84, BY17, Bos03c, Car93, Con03, Fra00, Kat97, Lee94, MBS92, PC93, Sak88, SVL03, WN92, Won03, Bos04c].

Trial

[Smo86a]. Trial-Use [Smo86a]. Triggered

[MBS92, PPA+14, TT12].

Trimming

[CAH86]. Trip [AML+03]. TRIPS

[GKS+07, SNL+03]. Tristate [FKL01].

Trolls

[Emm06c]. TRON

[KWM89, SSH88, Sak87b, Sak87a, Sak87d, Sak90a].

troublesome [Mat96f]. true

[Ano95d, Ste05b]. Truly

[Alb07c, Trump]. TRUSS [GKS+05].

Trusted [GSS+07].

Truth [Rob97e].

TSMC

[Ano03b]. Tunable [RLV85]. Tuning

[Pap96, PGL97, YNS+14]. Tuple [LK10].
Turn [Ano97z, Ste03b]. Turning [Hig85].
Turns [Ano96c, KvdW09, Ste04d]. Tutorial [Col89, Gus84, Hoo89c, Jae82a, Jae82b, Jae82c, Jae83, Pri89, RG88]. TV [Ste08a, Pet92].
Two-chip [KSI+96]. two-dimensional [DGW94]. Two-Level [MBG+16].
two-size [Fur88]. TX [GDLT86]. TX1 [MKOK88]. type [SSB95]. tyrannly [Ste97e].

U2 [FMN+13]. Ubiquitous [CFK+10, FHL*03, Gre06f, SCA+12, STM02, TSP02].
ugly [Rob00e]. ULSI [Ric02u]. Ultimate [Del91c, RNN+16]. Ultra [Ano17-57, BS17, CEP+17, Eec17e, FD17, LM16, RNN+16, SCA+12, TU1+01, WRA+14, YBS17].
Ultra-Large-Scale [RNN+16].
Ultra-Low-Latency [LM16].
Ultra-Low-Power [Ano17-57, BS17, CEP+17, Eec17e, YBS17].
Ultra-Performance [FD17].
Ultra-Reduced [WRA+14]. Ultrafast [Ano88g]. Ultralow [OYS+11, SB07].
Ultralow-Latensty [SB07].
Uncompressed [GDES08]. Unconscious [Mat13b]. Undeclocked [KST12].
Undergraduate [Cle00b]. Understanding [SSLV15, War92d, Ano98z]. undiminished [DBDF97]. Unexpected [Gre98f]. Unfair [Ste02c, Ste01c]. unFRANDly [Ste06b].

Unification [SWL90]. Unified [H099a, LNN08, San97b]. uniform [KHF86]. Unifying [GHN+12].
Unigraphics [Ano00h, Eng00l]. Uniprocessors [CD97a]. Unique [Fai82b].

Unit [Ano98-36, BBC+15, BCF+14, GE86, KBN16, KIS+00, WLP+15, YNS+14, CM86].
United [Gar93, Ste91b, Ste92a, Zsc84].
Units [CK11, MIL90, CH94, WHKM93a]. universal [Ano83, HP81]. University [ADC00]. University-Industry [ADC00].
UNIX [Mat97c, Hin88, Man92, Mel87, YMA+13, ZG96]. Unix-based [Mel87].
Unlike [Mat96f]. Unlimited [Cas95, Ano17-46]. Unlocking [JSY+16].
Unnecessary [NGSW17]. Unobserved [Ste92f]. Unorthodox [Gro02]. unpatented [Ste04c].
Unreliable [Bor05, WK13, Bos06a]. Unresolved [Ste03a]. Unstable [MKS*16].
Unstructured [LSL+15]. Untitled [Ano00n, Del94a]. Unveils [Ano96h, Ano99m, Ano03b].
Upcoming [Eec17d]. Update [Ano98w, DBC+98, FS05, Ste01a, Ste05b, War99b, Ste06a]. Updates [Ste09d]. Upgrading [SG01b, Ste06a].

Usage [BPT+11]. Use [Gre02f, Hac01, HCPS03, Smo86a, Ano00g, Dia95d, HS85, RH91].
Utility [MSS15, Ste08e]. User [BFK+85, CDS07, DSH94, MNU+15, Mat13b, MCF+85, Ste89a, WBHv98, ABR83].

Understanding [ACKM05, AS99, CM04, CMR97, CES17, CK11, CMF+97, FHP00, GFL+17, GSC97, GK97, Go196, GJS+96, GKS06, GSS90].

Uses [KTK13]. Using [ACKM05, AS99, CM04, CMR97, CES17, CK11, CMF+97, FHP00, GFL+17, GSC97, GK97, Go196, GJS+96, GKS06, GSS90].

Understanding [ACKM05, AS99, CM04, CMR97, CES17, CK11, CMF+97, FHP00, GFL+17, GSC97, GK97, Go196, GJS+96, GKS06, GSS90].
Utilization [MTS'12]. Utilizing [RES'13]. UWB [Eng00].


Value-Based [CL04]. Valued [PFC'02a, PFC'02b]. Vantage [SK12]. vaporware [Ste05]. Variability [AW03, Bor05, LCW08, RC13]. Variable [LB09, PPP01]. Variable-Length [PPP01]. variables [KH86]. Variation [Bos05f, GR95b, KKT13, KC09, LB09]. Variation-Tolerant [LB09, Bos05f].


Velox [ADF'10]. venture [Ano03b, Ano03c]. Verification [EGL'90a, LHM99, SKA'14a, STR'01, ZBES15].


Vicarious [Ste04]. Video [IKN'99, KIM'09, LL'08, Nic88, PP92, SC91, SP09, Ste89b, DKM'92, KSI'96, Pit92]. Video-Mining [LL'08]. Videoconferencing [Gol96]. View [All86b, Ano94d, Ano96a, Ano97t, Dia99, Dia00, Fer98a, Fer98b, Gre12d, Hur97, IJ98, Pit95, Sha90d, TW00, V010, Wea97a, Wea97b, Wil96, Wil97, Ano95d, Kah93g, Pri94a, W097].

VIIIfx [MYK'10]. villages [Ano94b]. Violating [Ste08c]. Violation [Ste07c, Ste07e, Ste13, Ste06b]. Violations [LTQZ07, LDCS09]. Virtual [Ano96m, Ano96s, Ano99a, BMS16, Bha17, BDF'95, CD97a, CD97b, CM98, DR'98, GKA'16, Gre99d, JM98, Kah93b, KG05, KGP'09, KPKJ88, MM83, ME95, MH08, OT97, STR'01, SKJ'11, WCW'04, YBNS15, ZL16, Ano99a, RH91, M097].


Vive-Clicked-V2.0 [Ano96].
[Ano09g, Ano03f, BLO00, Sla89]. VLIW/EPIC [Ano03f]. VLSI [Sak87b, ACRV96, AJR86, BTHS92, CT95, CPZ89, Con03, DP97, DGT89, DM86, EM84, GHR89, GGJ89, H81, IN87, IKK96, KWM89, 
KWG95, La89, LHM81, LC91, LKM92, MJK83, MM96, Mur89, MCH83, 
Pee87, RJK89, Sib84, TPV89, VJ89, vdDD90]. VME [Fis85, Pri86]. VMEbus [AQT82, Hea87]. Voice [WMSH99]. Vol
[Ano03a, Ano05, Jef84, RGF96, Sav99a]. Voltage [AKK15, KJP89, LWB09, 
MSA83, RKK81, RDJ80, WGA83, Ano02b]. Voltage/low [FN94]. Voltages [KKT13]. Volumes [Ano96a, Ano00a, Ano01b, Ano06, Ano07, Mye93c, Tab84]. Volunteer [Dia96a]. Voting [Gre08e]. Voyager [ADC00]. VP [AT93]. VRTX [Rea86]. vs
[Ano97i, Dav98, EHP87, GSS87, Gns85, Kah92b, Pee87, Ste87c]. VSI
[JBF94]. W. [Luu90a]. Wafer [Ano87g, HOVC99, Ano02c, Gre04d]. Wagging [Gre07f]. walking [Ste00d]. Wall
[Bha17, CSC85, Ec85, Kir90a, WS13, WA13]. Wally [Gre12e]. Wan [Fra96]. want
[Ano94a, Rob97d]. Wants [Smo86a]. War [Bri94, Dai94, Dav93]. Warehouse
[HLZ86, KDH86, LRC89, MT83]. Warehouse-Computing [LRC89]. Warehouse-Scale
[HLZ86, KDH86, MT83]. Warpage [Ano97v]. Wars [A86a, A86b, Jam90, 
Ste96g, Tiu86, Gre06b, Ste97d]. Was [Kir91c]. Watch [Ano16-48, Ano16-47, 
Ano16-45, Ano16-46, Ste99e]. watchword [Kah93a]. Watermarks [YYH98]. Wave
[Ano87a, Mye89a, XWZ09, SLM87]. Wave-Pipelined [XWZ09]. Waveguides
[CS13]. Wavelength [ZLTW13]. Waves [Dia95b]. Way [Alt12f, Ano97r, AK00, 
Cai89, Kir91a, KAO05]. WE32100 [FN86]. WE32200 [HSW89]. Wealth
[Gre83, Gre98d]. Wear [SWL11]. Wearable
[Fe98b, Pen99, Pen01, Sta01a, Sta01b]. Wearables [Ano15-32]. WearARM
[LAT01]. Wearing [SJO01]. Web
[Ano00d, BDH03, Dia95c, Eng00l, KFF00, Mat86a, Ste99b, Ste99c, ZHR15]. Webworks
[Ano99, BUMV95]. Weird [Ste93b]. Welcome [Alb90]. Welcomed
[Mat89a, W89]. Welcoming [Eec16e, Sak99b]. Well [Mat86a]. we're
[Mat03f]. West [Kir90c, Ste07e]. Where
[Ano16-48, EHP87, Gre03e, GSS87, Mat03f]. wherever
[Ano14-38, Ano14-39, Ano15-41, Ano17-55]. Which [Alt12f, Gre02f, Mat96f, SLM87]. While
[Ano87g, Han96]. whips [Gre04a]. White [Del94b]. Who
[Alt11b, Gre96d, Gre15f, Sla86a, Ste84c, Ste91f, Wil95b]. Whole [GCC87]. Whose [Ste88e]. Wi [Gre11d]. Wi-Fi
[Gre11d]. Wide [RTM10, RDJ83, SK01]. Wide-Area
[Gre07f]. Wilkes
[KT14, Mar17, Sco14, Ste16]. Will
[Ano96u, MCR17, Ano97n, Mat06d, Sak00e]. William [Ano01g]. windmill [Ste94e]. Windmills
[Smo87d]. Windows
[Mat93b, MSWP03, R93, Fur88, Ano96g, Ano96t, Ano99-33, Fra94, Mat93e, Mat93f, Mat95d, Mat97c, Mat97d, Mat98d, Mat00e, 
Sca98, ZG96]. Windows-95 [Mat97d]. Windows-98 [Sca98]. Windows-NT
[Mat97d]. Winners [MB15, MBTS16]. Winning [Mud15]. Wins [Ano98v, Ste98a].
Winsocking [Ste95e]. Winwriters
[Mat99e]. Wire
[AVU+08, BMR+06, BWBJ11, GT83,
KBK03, NL02, War90g, Ano02d].

Wire-Delay [KBK03]. Wire-OR [GT83].
Wire-Speed [AVU+08, BMR+06, BWBJ11, GT83].
Wire-to-Wire [War90g]. Wireless
[ASK+15, Ano96v, Ano00a, Ano01b, CB96, EK16,
Eng00l, GSC97, GDES08, Gon99, HC02,
SLM+97, Ano00g, Ano01c, Gre95f]. WISC
[Mil88b]. WISCs [Koo88]. wisdom
[Mat99f]. Wise
[Ano96q, Hau88c, Per83, Sho85]. Wish
[KMPS06]. Wishful
[Mat09b]. Within
[RD90, Rob91]. Without
[Hee83b, Ste13, Ano99p, Chr96, SMR07].
woes [Gre96c]. Wonk
[GT83]. wouldn’t [Mat95d]. Word
[CCG+84, DO84, Mat93b, Gre99e, Mat93b].
Word-length-independent
[CCG+84]. Words
[Bri94, Dai94, Emm07a, Mat99f, Dav93].
Work
[AFGM10, Mat09a, Mat15a, Ano02d,
Gre96a, Mat01c]. Working
[Mat98e, Rob01d, Ste84e, Ano02c].
Workload
[AW03, Bos06e, HE07, IBM05,
KKL+09, SWG06, VE10].
Workload-Aware
[KKL+09]. Workloads
[AMK17, AW06, EE08, FAK+14, KML04,
KAV99, PJB+14, RCC12, ZRA+17]. Works
[Gre96e, Ano02d]. Workshop
[BCM+14].

Workstation
[Hig85, JGF98, Kni85, Lan85b, UBH+94,
GRP83, Mar85, RMFG85]. Workstations
[ACP95]. World
[Ano16-48, Cle03, GR95a, Gre99d, H099a, Hum84, Kah92f, Sak93,
SP92, Ano00g, Ano16-45, Dur96, Rob00b,
RH91, Yea96, Yea96, Ano16-47, Ano16-46]. Worm
[ML05]. Would
[Ste13, Gre98c]. wrap
[Ste97f]. Wrappers
[BLW02]. Write
[AAP+10, Mye85b, SKJ+11, Emm06a, HP81].
Writing
[Emm05a, Mat90c, Mat91d,
Mat15c, Ano92c, HC83a]. WTL3170
[BSC+90]. WTL3170/3171 [BSC+90]. Wu
[Luu90a]. WWW
[Ano95c].

X [And82b, Ano88g, Ano97-33, Ano98r,
NL02, Tea82, YMA+13]. X-by-Wire
[NL02]. X-Ray
[Ano97-33]. X-Ray-Lithography
[Ano88g]. X1
[DVWW05]. x86
[BCD+11, HWG+09, RPE10, SCS+09, Chr96].
Xbox
[AB06, SO14]. xDSPcore
[KPHP04]. Xeon
[Ano01c, SGC+16, RMM+04]. XI fx
[YHT+15]. XIX
[Ano15j]. XMOS
[May12]. XS1
[May12]. Xtensa
[Ano00a]. XVIII
[Ano14e].

Y2K
[Ste98d]. Yale
[Bel12]. Year
[Ano97-34, Dia96a, Mat99c, Mat05e, Mil86,
Mye91c, War90b, Mat98d, Mat00b].
Year-end
[Mat05e]. Years
[Alt13c, Eec15a, Gre96e, Gre99e, Mat93b].
yield
[AAW+96]. You’d
[Ano88d]. You’re
[Emm07a, Ano94c].

Z10
[Web08]. Z80
[Luu85, SL84a]. Z80000
[Phi85]. zEC12
[SBJ13]. zEnterprise
[CES+11]. Zero
[CL05]. Zero-Sensitivity
[CL05]. ZNET
[UBL+82]. Zvi
[Gre01a].
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